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ABSTRACT
This paper describes Forst's approach to university entrance
examinations at NTCIR-11 QA-Lab Task. Our system consists of
two types of modules: dedicated modules for each question format
and common modules called by the dedicated modules as necessary.
Our system uses Basic Element in order to more exactly grasp and
reflect the import of questions. We also tackled short-essay
questions in the secondary examinations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Question answering is widely regarded as an advancement in
information retrieval. However, QA systems are not as popular as
search engines in the real world. In order to apply QA systems to
real-world problems we tackle the QA-Lab task dealing with
questions from the National Center Test for University Admissions
and from the secondary exams at 5 universities in Japan. Most of
questions from the university entrance examinations have more
complex structure than general QA questions, and require more
exact understanding.

Figure 1: Example of the Center Test question

Figure 1 shows an example question from the Center Test and the
question structure. A question roughly consists of four types of
descriptions: instruction in part of exam, context, instruction and
answer candidates. Context has various expressions: sentence,
word, figure, table and so on. Although all questions of the Center
Test are multiple choice, the substance has various question: factoid,
true-or-false, fill-in-the-blank and so on. In the case of secondary
exams, context may be merged into instruction, and answer
candidates may not exist. Figure 2 shows an example question from
the secondary exam at Tokyo University. This question is a shortessay question, and the context except words, which must be
included in the answer essay, is merged into the instruction.
To answer such various exam questions, we classify exam
questions into several question format types, develop modules
dedicated to each question format type. We also use Basic
Element[1-2] in order to more exactly grasp the import of question
sentence. Basic Element is a minimal semantic unit, which is a
dependency between words in a sentence and expressed as a triple
(head | modifier | relation).

Figure 2: Example of the secondary exam question
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Figure 4: Outline of our system

Table 1: Question format types and the corresponding
dedicated modules
Question format types

Dedicated modules

Blank

Figure 3: Examples of the glossary and the Q&A collection.

Blank(Combo)
Blank+YesNo

2. KNOWLEDGE SOURCE

Blank type answering

Graph+Blank

The knowledge of our system was obtained from two textbooks,
Wikipedia, a glossary[3] and a Q&A collection[4]. The two
textbooks and Wikipedia are given in this task. The glossary and
the Q&A collection are used on our own accord. The number of
entry words in the glossary is 6,081, and the number of Q&A pairs
in the Q&A collection is 4,324. Figure 3 shows examples of the
glossary and the Q&A collection. Note that the Q&A collection has
a hierarchy and that closer Q&A pairs in the hierarchy have a closer
connection in terms of time and space. The glossary and the Q&A
collection will produce higher quality knowledge than general Web
documents.

YesNo(True)
YesNo(True+Focus)
YesNo(False)
YesNo(False+Focus)
YesNo(Combo)

True-or-false type answering

Time
Timeline
Graph

3. SYSTEM
3.1 Outline

Graph+Other
Factoid(True)

Figure 4 shows the outline of our system. Our system mainly
consists of dedicated modules for each question format type and
common modules that is called by dedicated modules as necessary.
In this task, we defined 18 question format types as shown in Table
1. Table 1 also shows dedicated modules corresponding to each
question format type. Note that some types are forced to correspond
to unsuitable dedicated module. We could not complete all modules
planned originally due to shortage of labor.

Factoid(False)

Factoid type answering

List

First, our system classify an input question into question format
types as shown in Table 1. The classification is done by clue
expressions such as “空欄(blank)” and “正誤(true or false)” in the
instruction of the question. Next, the question passes to a dedicated
module corresponding to the classified question format type. In this
task, we developed the following five dedicated modules: Blank
type answering, True-or-false type answering, Factoid type
answering, Essay-specifying-words type answering and Essay-nospecifying type answering. The dedicated module collaborates with

Essay(withKeyword)

Essay-specifying-word
answering

type

Essay

Essay-no-specifying type answering

necessary common modules. The common modules, which are
Basic Element analysis, term recognition, chronological analysis
and information retrieval in this task, are called by any dedicated
modules. Finally, the system arranges answers from each dedicated
module in question order.
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Figure 6: Image of the chronological analysis

Figure 5: Example of Japanese Basic Element

3.2 Common Modules
3.2.1 Basic Element Analysis
The original Basic Element[1-2] is for English texts. In order to
apply it to Japanese texts, we developed a Japanese Basic Element
analyzer. This module accepts a sentence, and outputs a set of Basic
Elements from results of the Japanese part-of-speech and
morphological analyzer MeCab[5] and the Japanese dependency
structure analyzer CaboCha[6]. Figure 5 shows an example of
Japanese Basic Elements. Note that the analyzer guesses unknown
word, negative form, modality, and so on. This guess is based on
heuristics. Basic Elements are used for similarity calculation. In
general, similarity is calculated by feature vectors using the Bagof-Words representation. We use a Bag-of-Basic-Element
representation instead of the Bag-of-Words representation.

Figure 7: Image of the blank type answering

3.3 Dedicated Modules
3.3.1 Factoid Type Answering
This module requires an instruction and an underlined part of
context if it exists, and uses the Q&A collection as knowledge
source. As the basic idea, we make the module output an answer
term of a Q&A pair of which question text is most similar to input
text.

3.2.2 Term Recognition
We defined entry words in the glossary as terms. Since a term has
an explanation, we use words in the explanation for word expansion.
This module accepts a text, and outputs a set of terms with the
explanations. First, the module extracts term candidates with exact
match. Then, syntactic constraints get rid of inappropriate
candidates. Thereby, short length terms such as Chinese dynasty
names can be recognized correctly.

As shown in Figure 3, a question text of a Q&A pair is so short that
the module may not make a feature vector enough to similarity
calculation. Therefore, at first, the module gathers Q&A pairs that
have the same path except the last alphabet in the Q&A collection
hierarchy, for example, top three pairs from “8-4-1-1-a” to “8-4-11-c” shown in Figure 3. The module calculates similarity between
a vector from input text and a vector from all texts of gathered pairs.
Then, the module calculate similarity between the input text and
each question text in the gathered pairs with the highest similarity.

3.2.3 Chronological Analysis
This module accepts a text such as a chapter of textbook, and
outputs a set of time ranges when each event in the text happens.
Figure 6 shows an image of the chronological analysis. This module
guesses a time range of a sentence by clue expressions such as “年
(year)” and “世紀(century)”. If there is no clue expression, a time
range of last sentence is carried over on the assumption that events
written in the input text are in chronological order.

3.3.2 Blank Type Answering
This module requires a text with blanks of context and answer
candidates, and uses the given textbooks and Wikipedia as
knowledge source. As the basic idea, we make the module output
terms if a text with blanks is correct when the blanks are filled with
the terms.

3.2.4 Information Retrieval
We retrieved documents via the search engine Indri [7] based on
character-level unigram model.

Figure 7 shows an image of the blank type answering. First, the
module makes other texts by filling the blanks of the input text with
words of each answer candidate. Then, the module estimates the
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Figure 8: Image of guessing a wrong word.

correctness of each filled text by max similarity to descriptions of
Wikipedia or the textbooks. Finally, the module output an answer
candidate used for making text with the highest similarity.

Figure 9: Image of the essay-specifying-words type answering

3.3.3 True-or-False Type Answering
This module requires an answer candidate as a target of the true-orfalse judgment and an underlined part of context if it exists, and
uses the glossary as knowledge source. In order to judge the truth
of answer candidate, the module guesses a wrong word that makes
an answer candidate false, and estimates wrong degree of the word.
If a wrong degree of an answer candidate is greater than wrong
degrees of other answer candidates, the module judge the answer
candidate false, and vice versa.
As the basic idea of guessing a wrong word, we makes the module
output a term if consistency among terms except for the term
increases. Using Basic Elements in term’s explanations, a
consistency degree between terms is approximated as the
inconsistent number from the consistent number. A consistency
degree of a term set is approximated as sum of consistency degrees
between all term pairs in the set.
Figure 8 shows an image of guessing a wrong word. First, the
module extracts terms from an answer candidate and an underlined
part of context. Next, the module calculates a consistency degree of
the extracted terms as a benchmark. Then, according to the
differences between the benchmark and a consistency degree in the
case of leaving out each term in the answer candidate, the module
guesses a wrong word and the wrong degree.

Figure 10: Image of the essay-no-specifying type answering

3.3.4 Essay-Specifying-Word Type Answering

Essay-No-Specifying Type Answering

This module requires instruction and specified words in context,
and uses given textbooks as knowledge source. Note that the
specified words must be included to answer essay. As the basic idea,
we make the module output a sentence sequence, which includes
all specified words, sorted in chronological order. We give the
character limit the highest priority because the character limit is so
small that there is seldom any choice of alternative sentences.

This module requires instruction, and uses the given textbooks and
the glossary as knowledge source. As the basic idea, we makes the
module output a text including more terms relative to the
instruction.
Figure 10 shows an image of the essay-no-specifying type
answering. First, the module extracts terms from the instruction.
Next, the module counts the type number of the extracted terms
included in a term’s explanation in the glossary. Using the type
number as an importance score of the term, the module approximate
a score of a text as the sum of importance score of terms included
in the text.

Figure 9 shows an image of the essay-specifying-words type
answering. First, for each word specified in context, the module
retrieves all sentences including the word. Next, the module
chooses a sentence from each retrieved sentence set so as to
maximize the total length of chosen sentences within the character
limit. Finally, the module outputs the chosen sentences sorted in
chronological order.

4. EXPERIMENTS
Table 3 shows the experimental results of the formal runs. Note that
detailed scores our system could not answer correctly are omitted.
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We plan to develop suitable modules to each question format type
and to improve the existing modules in future work.

Table 3: Results at the formal runs
Total
Score

# of
Correct

# of
Incorrect

46

16

19

Blank

2

0

Blank(Combo)

1

2

YesNo(True)

9

11

YesNo(False)

2

1

[2] E. Hovy, C. Lin, L. Zhou, J. Fukumoto, “Automated
Summarization Evaluation with Basic Elements,” In Proc. of
the Fifth Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation
(LREC 2006), 2006.

Factoid

1

0

[3] SekaishiB yougosyu, Yamakawa Shuppansha Ltd.

List

1

0

19

22

[4] Ichimon-ittou SekaishiB yougo-mondaisyu, Yamakawa
Shuppansha Ltd.

Blank

1

1

[5] http://mecab.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/mecab/doc/index.ht
ml

Blank(Combo)

1

1

[6] https://code.google.com/p/cabocha/

YesNo(True)

12

9

[7] http://www.lemurproject.org/indri.php

YesNo(False)

3

3

[8] http://akahon.net/

Graph+Other

1

4

Phase 1 Center Test

Phase 2 Center Test

49

Factoid
Phase 2 Secondary
Exam
Short-essay questions
Essay(withKeyord)
Essay
Phase 2 Secondary
Exam
Other type questions

1

0

ROUGE-1

ROUGE-2

ROUGE-L

Score

Score

Score

0.125

0.062

0.097

0.667

0.462

0.533

0.095

0.040

0.073

# of
Correct
46

# of
Incorrect
166
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For questions of Center Test, our system achieved 46 points (among
97) in Phase 1 and 49 points (among 100) in Phase 2. For shortessay questions of the secondary exam in Phase 2, the system
achieved 0.125 of ROUGE-1 score, 0.062 of ROUGE-2 and 0.097
of ROUGE-L score.
Although the results leave a lot of rooms of improvement, our
system could answer all types of question in the university entrance
examinations at NTCIR-11 QA-Lab Task. Especially,
Essay(withKeyword) type questions could be answered by only our
system. Therefore, we steadily took the first step toward applying
QA systems to real-world problems.

5. CONCLUSION
We reported our work at NTCIR-11 QA-Lab Task. Our system
consists of two types of modules: dedicated modules for each
question format and common modules called by the dedicated
modules as necessary. We used Basic Element in order to more
exactly grasp and reflect the import of questions.
Our system could answer all types of question in the university
entrance examinations at NTCIR-11 QA-Lab Task. The system
achieved 46 points (among 97) and 49 points (among 100) in the
Center Test tasks. For short-essay questions of the secondary exam,
the system achieved 0.125 of ROUGE-1 score, 0.062 of ROUGE2 and 0.097 of ROUGE-L score.
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